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 CMََل رَب4 اHْ4IAُ. أF(Gََ إ35َِB#6ُ0َْ$ C-DEِ -3Aَِ إ1Aَِِْ@ ۖ َوإِ>- ;َْ:9ِْف 3456َ 0َْ12َُ/.- أَْ*)

NO/CHAا .E .2و أ -.Pِْ1Aَِإ 
He said, "My Lord, prison is more to my liking than that to which they invite 
me. And if You do not avert from me their plan, I might incline toward them 

and [thus] be of the ignorant."
12:33

The story remains in the house of the Aziz.
The women of the city plotted against Yusuf ا$#"م &'() for enjoyment. But for 
Yusuf, it was equivalent to death, because they were tempting him to 
disobey Allah. He preferred imprisonment to giving in to temptation.

َوإِ>- ;َْ:9ِْف 3456َ 0َْ12َُ/. 
And if You do not avert from me their plot


 and : و
 if not : إّ,
 إن + ,
you avert : 012ف
Verb : 04َََف : to avert
5ّ6) : from me
57 + 8) 
8:ُ;َْ'=َ : their ( the ladies ) plot 



{8)} is from the >?@6AB 0وفC , connectors rich with meaning. This one word 
gives a whole picture. Imagine a horse race, with hurdles, or DEا@C, on the 
way. To jump over them, sailing over them, without even touching these 
obstacles, is called وزةHIJا, which is what the word { 8) } portrays.  

The women are approaching Yusuf, their plot being the hurdle, and he is 
running from the plot, as if it is tangible, and he jumps over it.
Yusuf did not want to face the ladies, nor say anything to them. He wanted 
Allah to avert their plot from him, with no harm done. He did not want their 
plot to touch him or affect his heart. He knew he would not sin physically, 
but was worried about his heart inclining towards the sin. 
The believer is always worried about his heart, the Kْ(L, which can easily 
change ( KَM(Lَ ). 


-.Pِْ1Aَأْ*ُ) إ 

I might incline towards them
Kُ4ْأ : I might incline
Verb : HO4 
This word has diverse meanings in the dictionary 
- youth
- incline with enjoyment
- longing
- pour
All these meanings are included here; Yusuf might act like a youth, pining 
for the object of his desire, incline toward the sin, long for it, and its desire 
might be poured into his heart. 
>PHO1ّ$ا : one of the levels of love as discussed earlier, when the love for the 
beloved is poured into the heart. 
Yusuf was worried that he might not be able to control his feelings. He did 
not want his heart attached to any one but Allah. 



Allah knows the weaknesses of His creation, so He gives us solutions. 
Emotions must be controlled to reform the body, or it leads to chaos in 
society. Your eternal life depends on your heart, so you have no choice but 
to train it. Your heart must be Qا R$إ Kُ4ْأ.


NO/CHAا .َEِ .2و أ 
And be of the ignorant


The more you learn about Allah, the clearer things become. When you do 
not know about Allah, you think in abstract terms; when you learn about 
Allah, you recognize His actions all around you. 
The word { S(:HI$ا } is used here because a person who does not know 
will think nothing wrong about pouring his emotions, be it love, anger, or 
desire. 
Temporary delight can lead to eternal torment.
>)@6TJت اHّ6E >6I$ا V'A7 
The delight of Paradise is gardens full of delights.

 َو أCY .ْE CEَّف CXEَم ر4Vِ@ َو UPَB اRَْSّ5A 6ِ. اPA#ى 
And he who fears standing before his Lord and controls his soul,from 

inclining to its desire
 ^[CّB ا5HAّ\ /3 ا]Zوى

So verily Paradise will be his abode
79:40-41

Judging with the mind and following desires leads to destruction. We need 
Divine rules together with our heart and intellect.
Ayah 34

_1ِO َ̀ Aا ُa1Dِ-IAا َ#/ُ @ُ-B9ََف 56َُْ@ 0َْ12َُ/.- إ:ََ^ @ِFVر @ُA َبCHb"ْC^ 
 So his Lord responded to him, so He averted from him their plot. Indeed 

He is the All Seeing, the All Knower



@ُFVر @ُA بCHb"ْC^ 
So his Lord responded to him

The response of Allah; when your heart and tongue call Him, He responds 
to you. This is a beautiful relation, the first step must come from you. If you 
want Allah to remember you, see how much you remember Him. To see 
your position with Allah, see where He places you. Don't invoke Him only in 
times of need, call Him all the time; Allah loves to hear your voice. 
You cannot abstain from a sin with our own power, ask Allah to help you. 
You need the help of Allah also when you intend to do good deeds. 
In this surah, the name of Allah ا$0ّب is mentioned several times, because 
throughout the whole surah, Yusuf ا$#"م &'() goes through nurturing nd 
reforming. 

 ^ََ:9ََف 56َُْ@ 0َْ12َُ/.-
So He averted from him their plot

Allah saved Yusuf, his heart was not affected. This response was exactly 
what Yusuf asked for. 

_1ِO َ̀ Aا ُa1DِIّAا َ#/ُ @ُ-Bإ 
Indeed He is the All Seeing, the All Knower

X'Y#$ا : Yusuf made the dua and Allah responded.
 XY\, the special hearing of Allah is for the believers; He hears اQ ا$]Hص 
their supplications and responds to them. Make a supplication to Allah with 
the certainty that Allah is hearing and responding. Don't make the response 
your concern, that is guaranteed when you are made to make the 
supplication. Make the supplication itself your concern. Make your dua an 
enjoyment. Allah may grant you what you ask immediately, or later, or in a 
different form, or not at all, while giving you the ajar, according to His 
wisdom.



Sometimes you want to make a dua and cannot; this is not in your control. 
V'(A$ا : Allah knows your heart, and responds according to it. 

We are not told how Allah averted their plot. 
Ayah 35

NGِ U-bGَ @ُ-5ُ5HُIَْ1Aَ تC$dرَأُو ا CE 0ِ ْ̀ َV .ْEِ _ْPُA0َاV -_ُe
Then it appeared to them after they saw the signs that he (the Aziz) should 

imprison him for a time
The news of this incident spread all over the society, it was not possible to 
keep all the cut hands a secret. It reached all the men....and the 
Aziz....again. 
An uncontrolled sin harms all society. The husbands of the women involved 
were so embarrassed by the behaviour of their wives, and they went to the 
Aziz to try to find a solution to this problem created by his wife. 

CE 0ِ رَأُو اC$dت ْ̀ َV .ْEِ _ْPُA0َاV -_ُe
Then it appeared to them after they saw the signs

V] : then
 P : it appeared;أ
V^$ : to them : the Aziz, the husbands
;AP 8B : after a while
HB : what
they saw : رأوا
Verb : رأى : he saw
clear signs : اH?aت
The singular is >?آ 




When the men investigated the incident, they saw clear evidence that the 
ladies were guilty, and Yusuf was innocent. In spite of this, justice was not 
carried out. There were contradictions in their behaviour. 

The actual culprit was the wife of the Aziz. She instigated this whole mess, 
had no shame or guilt about her behaviour. She was blatant in her sinning.
When someone sins for the first time, he is afraid and feels ashamed. But if 
he continues, there is no guilt or shame left. This is why the sin must be 
stopped in the beginning; when there is guilt and shame, there is a chance 
to repentance.
There were three pieces of evidence proving the innocence of Yusuf.
- the shirt was torn from the back
- the witness in the house of the Aziz 
- the mangled hands of the ladies.
The strongest evidence was the state of the hands of the ladies. The men 
were in a humiliating position. They followed their desire to rid themselves 
of this situation without harming their reputation, by inclining towards the 
wife of the Aziz, and not Yusuf; there was a miscarriage of justice. They 
decided to imprison Yusuf for an unspecified time period, until the incident 
was forgotten. Yusuf was thrown into jail without committing a crime. 
There was wisdom in this decision too. 
- Yusuf was happy, this is what he made dua for. 
- He was protected in prison from the wife of the Aziz and the society 
ladies. The husbands did not trust the ladies not to follow Yusuf if he was 
exiled.
- It shows the love of the Aziz for Yusuf. 
- The incident would be forgotten once Yusuf was absent from the picture.
This was the best solution for Yusuf. 

 NGِ U-bGَ @ُ-5ُ5HُIَْ1Aَ
Surely he ( the Aziz ) would imprison him ( Yusuf ) for a time



In ayah 32, it was mentioned that Yusuf would be  imprisoned, in the 
passive state of the verb, without mentioning who would imprison him. Here 
it tells us that the Aziz would imprison him.
People are imprisoned for a reason, be it because the person is evil, to 
humiliate someone, or to protect the society. Yusuf was imprisoned even 
though he was innocent. 
For Yusuf, the time in prison was good training.
The story of Yusuf ا$#"م &'() takes another twist; he is now behind bars........
 


